2018 ANNUAL ELECTION
OFFICIAL RESULTS
WORKSHEET

Yes to Name Change: 456
No to Name Change: 314

Chairman: John L. Berrey 449

Robert M. Weaver 350

Secretary/Treasurer: Tamara Smiley-Reeves 432

Solomon Jones 368

Member: Ranny McWatters 392

Lloyd Buffalo 406

TOTAL REGISTERED VOTERS 1382
TOTAL WALK IN VOTERS 248
TOTAL WALK IN BALLOTS SPOILED 0
TOTAL ABSENTEE BALLOTS MAILED OUT 616
TOTAL ABSENTEE BALLOTS RECEIVED 595
TOTAL ABSENTEE BALLOTS SPOILED 2

TOTAL VOTES 803
TOTAL COUNTED 801
TOTAL SPOILED 2

(Not everyone voted for every position)

CHAIRMAN: Lori Shafer

VICE CHAIRMAN: Linda Davis

SEC./TREAS.: Janne McCormick

MEMBER: Josh Siler

MEMBER: Minnie F. Hawk

ALTERNATE: Russ Garber